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We study the impact of product definition in electricity auctions. Recognizing the key role of the auction
rules—pay as bid, uniform—the definition of the product itself emerges also as a critical step. Poorly
designed products may impact both the market performance and the physical operation of the system.
We investigate the impacts that the product definition can have on the market outcomes. A product def-
inition implemented in some electricity markets is used to unveil critical aspects that must be considered
when electricity products are defined. Our results provide guidelines for improving the product definition
in electricity auctions.
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1. Introduction

There is an ongoing worldwide trend towards the deployment
of market structures in the electricity industry. The idea of imple-
menting electricity markets started a few decades ago and it was
sustained by several dimensions. The reasons to start this trend
are multi-fold—technological, academical and historical—and can
be summarized as follows. In the technological side, economically
efficient generating units of small- and mid-size capacity became a
reality [12]. Consequently, in the generation side emerged the pos-
sibility of having multiple suppliers of different sizes and the idea
of implementing markets in electricity, at least in the generation
side, started to take shape. The idea was taken in academia in
which the framework of spot pricing for trading electricity
emerged as a reality in the seminal work published by Schweppe
et al. [23]. Last but not least, there was the historical context of
the late seventies and early eighties in which the deployment of
market structures at many levels of society became a popular trend
[3,25,26]. These three dimensions paved the road to the
deployment of market structures in electricity in Chile and UK in
the early eighties [16] with the hope that the harnessing of the
competitive forces would stimulate innovation, facilitating the
achievement of a more efficient system which eventually would
result in affordable prices. Although the restructuring process has
brought some benefits, in particular in terms of increasing the
efficiency and management of utilities [21], many authors have
questioned and criticized the real accomplishment of the original
market hopes and objectives [22,25,26]. Moreover, some authors
still believe that the salient characteristics of electricity make
vertical integration essential for an efficient planning and opera-
tion of electrical systems [15]. An historical overview about the
development of electricity markets along with discussion of future
challenges is provided in Chao et al. [5].

A key design element of electricity markets is treating electric-
ity as a commodity. Accordingly, MW hs should not be treated dif-
ferently to other commodities such as copper or oil. In addition, the
MW h commodity can be provided without apparent distinction by
any generating technology. As a result of this electricity-as-a-com-
modity viewpoint, several market structures from other commod-
ity markets such as financial derivatives or forward contracts
started to be adopted in electricity. Forward contracts are common
instruments in commodity markets to hedge risk [14]. From the
viewpoint of investments, a forward contract creates a long-term
signal useful for investors whom do not want to rely on the
volatility of the spot markets. In addition, a forward contract
market could also improve market efficiency. Using standard eco-
nomic theory, Allaz and Vila [1] show how the implementation
of a forward market can make a duopoly market competitive.
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Fig. 1. Prices range of the illinois auction.
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However, for the particular case of electricity, and once some of its
complexities are considered, there is no clear agreement about the
market benefits of forward contracts [2,17].

From a physical perspective, however, the use of forward
contracts may facilitate the achievement of other objectives such
as resource adequacy or appropriate technology mix. The auction
processes held in Chile and Brazil are examples of the use of for-
ward contracts for facilitating resource adequacy [16]. In addition,
in the case of Brazil, the auction processes have facilitated the inte-
gration of new types of technologies. In terms of designing a mar-
ket for electricity contracts, what and how to buy/sell are two
natural questions that arise. Therefore, the essential issues are:
(a) the product definition, the way in which the load is going to
be categorized and what the basic unitary product is; and (b) the
auction format, the way in which the sellers and the buyers are
brought together and the method to clear the underlying product.

Several of the research efforts in electricity auctions have been
focus primarily on the nature of the competitive bidding processes
and on what auction formats and rules should be adopted, e.g., uni-
form or pay-as-bid formats [11], bypassing the discussion on the
product definition. Those discussions are important especially
given the experience in other instances such as US spectrum auc-
tions, in which the results illustrate how the auction format and
rules can impact the market outcomes [6].

In the literature we find little discussion about the characteriza-
tion of the product in electricity markets. In the context of a public
information game theory, Elmaghrabi and Oren [9] and Elmagh-
raby [10] make an analysis about the impact of the demand pack-
aging in the outcome efficiency, showing how vertical-type
packaging does not have efficient equilibria. Similarly, Barroso
et al. [4] and Moreno et al. [16] present some notions about the
importance of the product definition. This apparent lack of interest
in the product definition might be also an aftermath of treating
electricity as a standard commodity. However, this view fails to
capture many of the complexities associated with electricity pro-
duction such as ramping rates. For example, due to technical lim-
itations, a coal power plant has a maximum load ramping that
unable it to provide energy faster than an hydro power plant. In
a similar way, nuclear units are usually used as base-load resource,
due to their lack of ramping capabilities. Consequently, it is not
only the energy that matters but also the instantaneous power
and its trajectory. In addition, there are unique characteristics of
electricity such as lack of massive storage capability, just-in-time
manufacturing use and the several technical constraints of
electricity generation that needs somehow to be considered in
the specification about what is being traded in these markets.
Recognizing in the definition of products the multiple capabilities
and services that different technologies can provide seems critical
for having a constructive relationship between the physical
systems and the market structures.

There are real market designs that help to illustrate the impact
of a poorly defined product. A clear example is the auction process
performed in Illinois during 2006 [18]. The level of prices attained
in the process was so high that the auction was canceled after one
year of its realization and a new scheme for the procurement of
power was defined [13,19]. The final auction prices for a subset
of the auction products and the spot market prices in Illinois dur-
ing 2007 are illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the final auction prices
of some products are above the market prices for about 90% of the
time. In previous works the failure of the Illinois process has been
attributed to the product definition based on the so-called tranches
[18,7,8], definition that has been also used in auction process held
in Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. In addition to the
Illinois experience, the aftermath of auctions using this type of
products has been less than promising. For many years, electricity
rates in New Jersey increased considerably after the implementation
of auctions with these type of products. In Ohio the results of one
auction realization were rejected by regulators. In Maryland, the
implementation of the auction in 2007 resulted in a 72% increase
of the electricity rates de Castro et al. [8].

In this paper, we discuss the impacts of product definition in
electricity auctions. Although the implications of a poorly defined
product are noticed in both the market behavior and the physical
operation of the electricity system, our focus is mainly on the mar-
ket performance. Through some cases and examples, we identify
critical market aspects that should be considered in the product
design. Our results reinforce the importance of defining properly
the product in electricity markets and provides guidelines for
future research. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section
2 is devoted to provide economic reasons along with illustrative
examples to show the impact that the product definition can have
in the market outcomes. Analytical results about competitive
prices for tranche-based products are presented in Section 3. Final
remarks on product definition challenges are discussed in Section
4. Concluding remarks and future research directions are presented
in Section 5.

2. Analyzing a product definition

When a market for contracts is implemented, a natural question
arises: How do the terms of the contract impact the market
outcomes? Such question has been overlooked in the electricity
markets literature, mainly because in standard commodity
markets the product definition is somehow natural—for Example
1 barrel of oil or 1 lb of copper. However, electricity is radically
different to any other commodity due to the technology involved,
its link to a physical network that is highly complex, and its
importance for the well-functioning of society. Based on previous
electricity auction processes, we claim that the product definition
is a key element of any market for electricity contracts.

In this section, using a particular type of contract, we provide
key elements that should be taken into account in the design of
electricity contracts. Such elements are mainly related to economic
and market performance. Although not discussed in this work, the
definition of the contracts also impacts the achievement of other
objectives beyond market and economic ones. In particular, the
terms of the contracts will also play an important role in achieving
objectives such as system reliability and environmental fulfillment.
A non-interfering linkage between the market and the physical
operation of the system can be only achieved by having products
that capture the physical constraints and needs for achieving those
objectives. Attributes such as location of the generating resources, vol-
atility that different resources injects into the system, environmental
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impacts and flexibility should be also considered in the definition of
appropriate products.

2.1. Tranche-based products

We use the product definition used in the 2006 Illinois auction
to investigate the impacts of the product definition in market out-
comes. We start defining the key terms of these type of contracts.
Firstly, we introduce a load model. Assume that the load over a
given period H is a random variable l

�
ðhÞ. Moreover, assume that

the load can be further decomposed as

l
�
ðhÞ ¼ lf ðhÞ þ e

�
ðhÞ ð1Þ

where lf ðhÞ is a deterministic part and e
�
ðhÞ is a random one. The

deterministic part is forecasted.
Consider an index set I ¼ fi : i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ig of suppliers. The tran-

che-based contract (ci
�

) is defined to supply a fixed proportion (ai)
of the total load,

ci
�
ðhÞ ¼ ai l

�
ðhÞ : 0 6 ai 6 1 ^

X
i2I

ai ¼ 1 ð2Þ

)
X
i2I

ci
�
ðhÞ ¼ l

�
ðhÞ ð3Þ

Note that the contracts themselves are random variables as their
associated power depends on the not-yet-realized load. Conse-
quently, the contracts are not only associated with energy but sev-
eral other attributes such risk insurance and ancillary services. In
forthcoming sections of the paper, we focus on specific attributes
associated to the tranche-based contract.

2.2. Model for supplying contracts

In order to illustrate the economic issues emerging from the use
of tranche-based products, a simple model for supplying contracts
is presented. In this model, we focus only on the deterministic part
of the load. Assume that the forecasted load (lf ) is decomposed in

three components: base load (lb), cycling load (lc) and peak load

(lp), i.e., lf ¼ lb þ lc þ lp. The load can be alternatively represented

by the triplet l ¼ lb
; lc
; lp

� �
. Assume an idealized set of generators

(I) to supply the load at the three load levels—base, cycling and
peak levels. Considering a generator i, the total generated power
is decomposed in base (sb

i ), cycling (sc
i ) and peak (sp

i ) power with
their corresponding base (cb

i ), cycling (cc
i ) and peak (cp

i ) costs. The
consideration of different costs for each load segment allows to
capture some of the ramping capabilities of the resources. If a gen-
erator i cannot attend the peak demand then its cost is infinite, i.e.,
cp

i ¼ 1. The generated power is subject to the maximum power
(Pmax;i), i.e., si ¼ sb

i þ sc
i þ sp

i 6 Pmax;i. The generated power and cost
can be alternatively represented by the triplet si ¼ sb

i ; s
c
i ; s

p
i

� �
and

ci ¼ cb
i ; c

c
i ; c

p
i

� �
, respectively.

Let sið Þi2I ¼ sb
i ; s

c
i ; s

p
i

� �
i2I be the power allocation of all generators

to supply the base, cycling and peak load segments. We say that
the allocation sið Þi2I is feasible if:X
i2I

sb
i ¼ lb

;
X
i2I

sc
i ¼ lc;

X
i2I

sp
i ¼ lp; ð4Þ

sb
i þ sc

i þ sp
i 6 Pmax;i;8i 2 I ð5Þ

The set of feasible allocations is denoted by F . We say that a feasi-
ble allocation s�i

� �
i2I is efficient if

s�i
� �

i2I 2 arg min
sið Þi2I2F

X
i2I

si � ci ð6Þ

where si � ci ¼ sb
i cb

i þ sc
i cc

i þ sp
i cp

i is the standard inner product of
vectors.
2.3. Market outcome analysis

By using several examples, we show that the use of tranche-
based contracts create problems such as economic inefficiency,
competition reduction, market concentration, information aggre-
gation, insurance distortion and information asymmetry.

2.3.1. Inneficiency
If tranche products are used to determine allocation, inefficiency

occurs providing there are different generators. Consider two gener-
ators with the following costs: c1 ¼ cb

1; c
c
1; c

p
1

� �
= 5;15;50ð Þ and

c2 ¼ ð10;12;15Þ and total capacity Pmax;1 ¼ Pmax;2 ¼ 10. Assume that

the demand is l ¼ lb
; lc
; lp

� �
¼ 4;3;3ð Þ. By inspection, the efficient

allocation is s1 ¼ sb
1; s

c
1; s

p
1

� �
¼ 4;0;0ð Þ and s2 ¼ sb

2; s
c
2; s

p
2

� �
¼ 0;3;3ð Þ,

with a total cost of 4 � 5þ 3 � 12þ 3 � 15 ¼ 101. However, any
tranche allocation of a 2 0;1½ � for generator 1 and ð1� aÞ for gener-
ator 2 will produce a total cost of

að4 � 5þ 3 � 15þ 3 � 50Þ þ ð1� aÞð4 � 10þ 3 � 12þ 3 � 15Þ
¼ 215aþ ð1� aÞ121;

which is more expensive than the efficient one h

2.3.2. Participant exclusion
Consider the same system than before but c1 ¼ cb

1; c
c
1; c

p
1

� �
=

5;15;þ1ð Þ. Being not able to provide power peak (cp
1 ¼ 1), gener-

ator 1 cannot supply a fixed proportion of the load (a1). The unique
tranche allocation is to assign the load to generator 2. Generator 1
is ruled out of the market. The cost of this allocation is 121 h.

Note that in this scenario monopoly occurs and payments can
be even higher than 121. In a general scenario with more genera-
tors, the tranche allocation may lead to the creation of bundling
contracts—a third company could buy energy from different gener-
ators to meet the needs defined by the tranche. This bundling
option works as a coordination device or as a mechanism of collu-
sion. We examine it in the following example.

2.3.3. Market concentration
Consider now three generators with the following costs:

c1 ¼ 5;15;þ1ð Þ; c2 ¼ 10;11;15ð Þ and c3 ¼ 12;12;13ð Þ. Assume
that the maximum capacities are Pmax;1 ¼ Pmax;2 ¼ 10 and
Pmax;3 ¼ 15. The load is defined by l ¼ 10;7;5ð Þ. The optimal alloca-
tion is s1 ¼ 10;0;0ð Þ; s2 ¼ 0;7;0ð Þ and s3 ¼ 0;0;5ð Þwith a total cost
of 192. In the tranche allocation, generator 1 is excluded due to its
inability to provide peak power. Thus, generators 2 and 3 have to
supply a proportion of the load in its three levels subjected to their
maximum powers, i.e., s2 ¼ al 6 Pmax;2 and s3 ¼ ð1� aÞl 6 Pmax;3.
Therefore,

s2 ¼ 10aþ 7aþ 5a
¼ 22a 6 10 ð7Þ

s3 ¼ 10ð1� aÞ þ 7ð1� aÞ þ 5ð1� aÞ
¼ 22ð1� aÞ 6 15 ð8Þ

From Eqs. (7) and (8), the tranche allocation is restricted to
7=22 6 a 6 10=22. The corresponding generator costs and total cost
(cT ) are

c2 ¼ cb
2sb

2 þ cc
2sc

2 þ cp
2sp

2 ¼ 252a ð9Þ
c3 ¼ cb

3sb
3 þ cc

3sc
3 þ cp

3sp
3 ¼ 269ð1� aÞ ð10Þ

) cT ¼ c2 þ c3 ¼ 269� 17a ð11Þ

Consequently, the minimal total cost is cT � 261:3 and occurs
when a ¼ 10=22. Now, assume that a company buys (or makes a
financial arrangement with) the first two generators. Then, the
company can provide the allocation 10a;7a;5að Þ with a cost of
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10a � 5þ 7a � 11þ 5a � 15 ¼ 202a < 252a. Depending on the auc-
tion’s rule, the firm will pocket the difference. Of course, the com-
pany can do even better by combining all three generators. In that
case, the total cost for the company will be the efficient one, but
now there is a monopolistic firm in the market, which may charge
even higher prices h

The example above makes clear that the tranche-based product
might promote the concentration of companies. This can have
undesirable impacts in the competition and, consequently, on the
final price.

But there are another elements and issues related to the tran-
che-based product definition. Unlike the previous points, these
additional elements are related to uncertainty issues. First, the
tranches market cannot work properly because it does not trans-
mit or convey useful information. Consider the following example.

INFORMATION AGGREGATION Suppose that two companies have similar
costs, but different believes about the demand. One thinks that the
demand will be 110 MW while the other thinks it will be 120 MW.
Let us assume that the price of 1% tranche contract is 1 $/MW h.
Consequently, the first company is expecting $1.1 for the contract
while the second one $1.2. Note, however, that the price facing
both companies is the same: 1 $/MW h. Hence, the same contract
has different values for identical firms only because they expect
different loads. Since the competition is in dollars per MW h, it is
impossible to aggregate the generators beliefs in the electricity
product. In contrast, a normal contract of 1 MW h during a period
will pay exactly the same amount to both companies without
being subjected to the demand uncertainty h.

This phenomena occurs because the tranche contract has an
extra-dimension which is the load shape uncertainty. This addi-
tional dimension cannot be captured using a single dimensional
price. This issue suggests that energy auctions with tranche-based
contracts will reduce competition by favoring large generating
companies that can take the risk of an uncertain product.

In terms of market considerations, there are two more elements
that should also be taken into account in the design of contracts.
First, understanding the type of insurance that the contract is pro-
viding. Second, how the contract terms can facilitate symmetry of
information among the several parties involved. Those arguments
were thoroughly explained in de Castro et al. [7]. For completeness,
we summarize the main points here.

2.3.4. Uncertainty protection
How the contract impact the uncertainty faced by the players is

another key considerations for contract design. In the case of the
tranche-based products this was an important issue. The tranche
definition shifts all the uncertainty into the sellers. Under a tran-
che-based product, the distribution companies are simply playing
the role of delivering such product to the end-users. Any uncer-
tainty associated with the capacity and volume along with other
risks such fuel price escalation, which historically was faced by
the utility companies, are completely removed from their realm.
Hence, the tranche-based product is working as an insurance for
the distribution companies.

An important matter of concern is how appropriate such insur-
ance is and who, besides the distribution companies, benefit from
it. In principle, given that having this type of insurance might cer-
tainly reduce price volatility, this insurance might seem legitimate
even for consumers. However, in order to fully understand its
legitimacy, it is necessary to understand that consumers and distri-
bution companies are different players. In terms of risk faced,
while consumers care only about the price that they will pay, dis-
tribution companies faces also the uncertainty on the total load
that must be served. Also, while consumers are naturally assumed
to be risk averse, willing to pay a premium for less volatile prices,
economists, in general, tend to classify companies as risk neutral.
Since tranche-based products carry both the uncertainty of the
load and the uncertainty of electricity prices, its actuarially fair
value will be above an insurance just for the electricity price.
Consequently, these type of products provide more protection than
the end-users are interested in.
2.3.5. Asymmetric information
A last point to consider is related to information asymmetry

issues that the product definition can bring. In the case of Illinois,
the legislation allows any customer to shift its load to different
providers. As discussed in de Castro et al. [7], this brought consid-
erable uncertainties for the sellers related to the fact that the loads
of large customers may change from the historical load shape.

The large consumers have the best information about their will-
ingness to shift their loads from the distribution company. Given
the direct contact between the distribution companies and the
medium and large customers, the distribution companies are likely
to be better informed than the sellers. As the seller of the contract
is less informed than the buyer, it is possible that market problems
leading to high prices or even the absence of trade may occur.

Tranche-based contracts also create moral hazard issues with
respect to the large consumers and the distribution companies. A
generator requires a price that pays for the impacts of the expected
migration, thereby leading to higher prices to the large consumers.
Such prices provide an additional incentive for medium and large
customers to negotiate a direct deal with another generator for
an explicit period not allowing any migration. The existence of this
scenario adds further uncertainty to the contract for large custom-
ers products and, consequently, with higher prices large consum-
ers are encouraged to leave the distribution companies.
3. Market clearing: a comparison

We study the market clearing prices considering tranche-based
products. We assume, following the treatment of bilateral con-
tracts in several markets [20], that contracts and bilateral-transac-
tions are explicitly considered into the dispatch of the system. The
comparison focuses on the energy attribute of the tranche-based
product. Other attributes associated with the tranche-based
contract such as transmission capabilities, capacity, load-following
and other ancillary services are not included. A comparison of the
whole set of services associated with the tranche-based product
would require the consideration of all those associated markets
and it is beyond the scope of this paper. However, as discussed
in de Castro et al. [8], the aggregate of all those additional services
corresponded to a minimum part of the contract final prices.
Hence, in terms of the value of the contracts, the most important
service was energy.

In order to focus the comparison on the energy attribute, the
traditional economic dispatch problem is considered as a bench-
mark. We focus on the simplified case in which all the information
is available, there is no uncertainty in the future load, and the only
differences among suppliers are their costs and capacities.
3.1. Mathematical formulation

Consider an index set I ¼ fi : i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ig of suppliers, and an
index set H ¼ fh : h ¼ 1; . . . ;Hg of time horizon. The supplier i
provides a power Pi;h at hour h subjected to a maximum of Pmax;i

and a minimum of zero; its cost function is given by cið�Þ. The load
for each hour is lðhÞ and its maximum during the period is
lmax ¼maxflð1Þ; . . . ; lðhÞ; . . . lðHÞg. The centralized tranche alloca-
tion problem is defined by,
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3.1.1. Centralized tranche dispatch

min
ai

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðailðhÞÞ

s:t:
X
i2I

ai ¼ 1 and 0 6 ai 6 min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �
8i 2 I

ð12Þ

In order to get insights about the optimal solution of the problem,
consider its Lagrangian function

Lðai; k;lþi ;l
�
i Þ ¼

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðailðhÞÞ þ k 1�
X
i2I

ai

 !

þ
X
i2I

lþi ai �min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �� 	
�
X
i2I

l�i ai ð13Þ

where the Lagrangian multipliers lþi and l�i are nonnegative, and k
is unrestricted. The Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) optimality condi-
tions 8i 2 I are,

X
h2H

lðhÞ @ciðailðhÞÞ
@Pi

� kþ lþi � l�i ¼ 0; ð14Þ

lþi ai �min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �� 	
¼ 0 ð15Þ

l�i ai ¼ 0 ð16Þ

From the slackness conditions (15) and (16), if

0 < a�i < min 1; Pmax;i
lmax

n o
then lþ�i ¼ l��i ¼ 0. From Eq. (14), the

Lagrangian multiplier k� is equal to
P

h2HlðhÞ @ciða�i lðhÞÞ
@Pi

. Given the con-

vex structure of the problem, if the centralized dispatch has a solu-
tion it is possible to find a price that will support the efficient
outcome. Let p�tranche be the competitive price associated with the
tranche-based contract. Assuming price-taking behavior, supplier i
faces the problem of maximizing his profits,

max
ai

X
i2I ;h2H

p�trancheailðhÞ �
X

i2I ;h2H
ciðailðhÞÞ

" #

s:t 0 6 ai 6 min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� � ð17Þ

The Lagrangian of this problem is given by,

Lðai; k;lþi ;l
�
i Þ ¼

X
h2H

p�trancheailðhÞ �
X
h2H

ciðlðhÞaiÞ

þ lþi ai �min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �� 	
� l�i ai ð18Þ

Writing the KKT conditions,

�
X
h2H

lðhÞ @ciðailðhÞÞ
@Pi

þ p�tranche

X
h2H

lðhÞ þ lþi � l�i ¼ 0 ð19Þ

lþi ai �min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �� 	
¼ 0 ð20Þ

l�i ai ¼ 0 ð21Þ

Using Eq. (19), the competitive equilibrium price is obtained and
defined as

p�tranche ¼
P

h2HlðhÞ @ciða�i lðhÞÞ
@PiP

h2HlðhÞ ð22Þ

where i is any generator such that 0 < P�i ðhÞ ¼ a�i lðhÞ < Pmax;i8h, i.e.,
lþ�i ¼ l��i ¼ 0 as the constraints are non-binding. In addition, com-
paring Eqs. (14) and (19), the following relation between k� and
p�tranche is obtained

p�tranche ¼
k�P

h2HlðhÞ ð23Þ
Our interest is to compare the competitive equilibrium associated
to the tranche-based market with the results of the economic dis-
patch problem. The economic dispatch and its associated prices
are used as a proxy for the operation of a standard electricity mar-
ket —as in the case of operating a spot-market dispatched at mini-
mum cost. Given that the tranche-based market is assumed to
operate independently, there is no consideration of any type of
interactions between a market for tranche-based contracts and a
spot market for electricity. A future research avenue certainly could
be the consideration of the interaction between those markets and
the study of related strategic issues. The comparison’s main objec-
tive is to assess the effectiveness of tranche-based products to pro-
vide energy supply and how the allocation and prices of the
tranche-based products are compared with a standard electricity
market. As the results will show, just due to the key structural fea-
ture of the tranche-based products —providing a fixed percentage of
the load— analytical bounds in terms of the competitive prices can
be established.

In order to make a clear comparison, define Pe
i;h as the supplier i

delivered power at time h in the economic dispatch context, which
may not be equal to Pi;h—supplier allocation in the tranche dispatch
context. The centralized economic dispatch is defined by,

3.1.2. Centralized economic dispatch

min
Pe

i;h

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðPe
i;hÞ

s:t:
X
i2I

Pe
i;h ¼ lðhÞ; 8h 2 H

0 6 Pe
i;h 6 Pmax;i; 8i 2 I ;8h 2 H

ð24Þ

In order to get insights about the optimal solution of the problem,
consider its Lagrangian function

LðPe
i;h; kh;lþi;h;l

�
i;hÞ ¼

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðPe
i;hÞ þ

X
h2H

kh lðhÞ �
X
i2I

Pe
i;h

 !

þ
X

i2I ;h2H
lþi;h Pe

i;h � Pmax;i

� �
�
X

i2I ;h2H
l�i;hPe

i;h ð25Þ

where the multipliers lþi;h and l�i;h are nonnegative, and kh are unre-
stricted. The KKT optimality conditions 8i 2 I ;8h 2 H are,

@ciðPe
i;hÞ

@Pe
i;h

� kh þ lþi;h � l�i;h ¼ 0; ð26Þ

lþi;h Pe
i;h � Pmax;i

� �
¼ 0 ð27Þ

l�i;hPe
i;h ¼ 0 ð28Þ

When the power limit constraints are non-binding,
lþ�i;h ¼ l��i;h ¼ 08i 2 I ;8h 2 H. Therefore, the Lagrangian multipliers

k�h are equal to
@ciðPe

i;hÞ
@Pe

i;h
8h 2 H. The solution of this problem provides,

for each hour h, the well-known marginal cost condition. The
cheapest units will be loaded to their maximum power, while those
units operating within their power limits will be loaded in such a
way that they have the same marginal cost. The competitive price
for each hour, p�h, is given by the marginal cost of the last dispatched
unit,

p�h ¼
@ciðPe�

i;hÞ
@Pe

i;h

ð29Þ

where i is any generator such that 0 < Pe�
i;h < Pmax;i.

In order to understand how the tranche-based products prices,
p�tranche are related to the benchmark prices p�h we focus on the
structure of these problems. In particular, the economic-dispatch



Table 1
5-generator system data.

Suppliers

Parameters G1 G2 G3 G4 G5

ai ($/MW h) 0:03 0.66 1.66 5 3.33
bi ($/(MW h)2] 0.03 0.16 0.66 1.33 3.33
Pmax;i (MW) 400 300 200 100 50
Pmin;i (MW) 0 0 0 0 0
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problem for the peak-hour has a very similar structure to the cen-
tralized tranche dispatch problem. The economic-dispatch prob-
lem for the peak-hour is given by,

min
Pe

i;hpeak

X
i2I

ciðPe
i;hpeak
Þ

s:t:
X
i2I

Pe
i;hpeak

¼ lmax;

0 6 Pe
i;hpeak

6 Pmax;i; 8i 2 I

ð30Þ

by writing Pe
i;hpeak

¼ jilmax, the problem for the peak-hour can be
written as,

min
ji

X
i2I

ciðjilmaxÞ

s:t:
X
i2I

ji ¼ 1;

0 6 ji 6
Pmax;i

lmax
; 8i 2 I :

ð31Þ

which reads similar to the centralized tranche problem, with the
only difference that in the former problem the objective function
spans over all the hours. When cost functions cið�Þ are monotoni-
cally increasing and its derivative are non-decreasing, it is straight-
forward to prove that (see the Appendix A):

a. Centralized tranche and economic dispatch optimal solu-
tions are related by,
a�i ¼
Pe�

i;hpeak

lmax
8i 2 I ð32Þ
b. Centralized tranche and economic dispatch total costs are
bounded by,
X
i2I ;h2H

ciðPe�
i;hÞ 6

X
i2I ;h2H

ciða�i lðhÞÞ ð33Þ
c. Competitive prices for tranche and economic dispatch are
bounded by,
P

h2Hp�h
H

6 p�tranche 6 p�hpeak
ð34Þ
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Fig. 2. Price duration curve.
Stricter bounds are going to depend on the specific form of the
cost functions, e.g., linear or quadratic, and the level of similarity
among suppliers.

3.2. Case A. Linear cost functions

In the particular case of linear cost functions given by
ciðxÞ ¼ bix, a clear tranche-price bound can be found. In this case
the solution of the centralized tranche problem is characterized
by a marginal supplier, i ¼ m, for which lþm ¼ l�m ¼ 0,

am 2 ½0;minf1; Pmax;i
lmax
g�. By the complementary slackness conditions

we also know that,

bi < bm ) ai ¼min 1;
Pmax;i

lmax

� �
; ð35Þ

bi > bm ) ai ¼ 0

In this case, the tranche equilibrium price is given by,

p�tranche ¼ bm ð36Þ

It is interesting to note that, in the linear case, the economic-dis-
patch problem of the ‘peak-hour’ has the same form, besides a scal-
ing factor given by

P
h2HlðhÞ, as the tranche-dispatch problem.

Hence, it is clear that the competitive tranche-base price will be
equal to the maximum hourly price of the economic dispatch
problem,

p�tranche ¼maxfphg ð37Þ

In this simple linear case, the bound (37) is telling us that the
tranche competitive price is always the maximum of the bench-
mark prices over the period. Under mild conditions, similar bounds
are illustrated in the numerical exercise of the next section for a
more general cost function structure. This is just a consequence
of the structural feature of the tranche-based product of providing
a fixed-percentage of the load.

Certainly, these high prices are even more natural to happen
once uncertainty is considered and additional risk premiums are
expected. For example, as Fig. 1 illustrates, in the Illinois process
all the products were above market prices more than 85% of the
time. However, the riskier products were 90% or 97% of the time
above market prices.
3.3. Case B. Quadratic cost functions

We illustrate the type of bounds that could emerge in tranche-
based markets using a simple 5-generator test system. Consider a
time horizon of 168 h. Cost functions have the quadratic form
ciðxÞ ¼ aixþ bix2 and the system data is shown in Table 1. A typical
load pattern is considered over the time horizon of study. Using a
price duration curve, a comparison of the optimal tranche-contract
price and prices associated with the economic dispatch is shown in
Fig. 2.

In this particular case, it is interesting to note, that the
benchmark prices are about 87% of the time below the tranche
competitive price. These results show that tranche product prices,
even in the most idealized situation, could be above benchmark
market prices for long time periods. Certainly, these bounds
depends on the technology mix of generators and the load pat-
terns. In terms of technology mix, the more homogenous the mix
is, the closer the tranche product prices are to the average
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benchmark prices. This is clearly visualized by thinking of the
extreme case of having all suppliers with similar costs and a flat
demand. With respect to the load pattern, higher tranche-based
product prices are expected for more variable loads due to the
structural flaw of providing a fixed percentage of the load. A
product required to supply a fixed percentage of the load could
result in situations in which the set of most expensive suppliers
are required to provide energy even on the periods of extreme
low load levels, e.g., base-load periods.

4. Final remarks

The results presented in this paper clearly illustrate the impor-
tance of defining appropriate products. We should highlight that
this is just a starting point and our hope is that these results could
increase the interest on this important topic. Finding a proper
product is a highly challenging task by the many reasons explained
in this paper. Moreover, the assessment of the ultimate level of
appropriateness will be only possible once the market is imple-
mented. However, it is clear that a careful analysis and research,
aiming to make the market and the physical systems coexist by
defining appropriate products, will increase the chances of positive
outcomes—or at least will avoid potential bad outcomes.

The key conclusion of our results is that the definition of prod-
ucts must consider the attributes of the physical system and move
beyond the notion of commoditized products. Moreover, for differ-
ent jurisdictions the reality of the power system might also be
taken into account. A system with high level of flexibility, resulting
from large capacity of hydropower as in the Brazilian case, might
behave in completely different way respect to a system with low
flexibility. For example, usual products of electricity supply auc-
tions based on blocks, as used in Brazil and Chile [16], must be
appropriate for controllable technologies. In order to guide the
appropriate technological mix, differentiate these blocks in terms
of other attributes such as base, cycling or peaking units seems a
proper element to consider in new designs. However, these prod-
ucts might not be proper to deal with generating units with volatile
output. Appropriate products for those technologies must consider
some uncertainty in their supply, hence interruptible contracts as
defined by Tan and Varaiya [24] seems a good starting point to
think about products for uncontrollable units. We are currently
investigating these topics and our results will be presented to
the academic community shortly.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we study the impact of product definition in elec-
tricity markets. Using a product definition implemented in some
US electricity markets, we reveal several consequences that an
improper product definition can have in the market outcomes in
terms of market efficiency, concentration, uncertainty allocation
and clearing prices. We provide several economic reasons along
with illustrative examples. Our findings provide guidelines about
the desired attributes that an appropriate product should have.
The key challenge is defining products that can effectively link
the markets and their associated physical systems. Our results
reinforce the importance of properly defining products in electric-
ity markets and provide guidelines for future research.

Appendix A. Bounds of the centralized tranche problem

As shown in Section 3, the mathematical formulation of both
the centralized tranche problem and the centralized economic
dispatch for the peak hour are equivalent. This equivalency allows
us establishing some relationships of both problems in terms of
power allocation, total cost and competitive price. In this appendix,
the proof of the main results are presented.

Proposition 1. The optimal tranche-based allocation a�i are related to
the dispatch of the peak hour j�i ¼

Pi;hpeak

lmax
by,

a�i ¼ j�i ¼
P�i;hpeak

lmax
8i ðA:1Þ
Proof. It is straightforward to prove that the set of ji that solves
(31) also is the optimal solution of the centralized tranche problem
(12). Using the assumption that the cost functions ciðxÞ are mono-
tonically increasing, we obtain

X
i2I

ciðj�i lmaxÞ 6

X
i2I

ciðjilmaxÞ 8ji

)
X
i2I

j�i lmax 6

X
i2I

jilmax 8ji

) j�i 6 ji 8i; ji

) j�i lðhÞ 6 jilðhÞ 8h; i;ji

)
X

i2I ;h2H
ciðj�i lðhÞÞ 6

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðjilðhÞÞ; 8ji

ðA:2Þ

consequently, j�i is also a solution of (12). Hence, the centralized
tranche allocation is just settled by the dispatch of the peak-hour.
In other words,

a�i ¼ j�i ¼
P�i;hpeak

lmax
8i � ðA:3Þ
Proposition 2. The total cost associated to the tranche-based prod-
ucts is lower bounded by the economic dispatch cost,

X
i2I ;h2H

ciðPe
i;h
�Þ 6

X
i2I ;h2H

ciða�i lðhÞÞ ðA:4Þ
Proof. Note that in the centralized tranche dispatch, the optimal
power supplied by generator i at time h; P�i;h, is a fraction of its opti-
mal power offered at the peak hour, P�i;hpeak

. In other words,

P�i;h ¼ a�i lðhÞ ¼ P�i;hpeak
lðhÞ
lmax

ðA:5Þ

Consider an inexpensive unit j which has to be used to its maxi-
mum power at any hour under an economic criterium. As shown
before, the centralized tranche problem will assign P�j;hpeak ¼ Pjmax

at the peak hour but it will also assign Pj;h ¼ Pjmax
lðhÞ
lmax

at any other
hour. Therefore, as Pj;h – Pjmax for the non-peak hours, we move
away from the optimal solution of the dispatch problem.
Therefore,

X
i2I ;h2H

ciða�i lðhÞÞ ¼
X

i2I ;h2H
ci P�i;h
� �

P
X

i2I ;h2H
ciðPe

i;h
�Þ � ðA:6Þ
Proposition 3. The tranche price is upper bounded by the marginal
price of the economic dispatch at the peak hour,

p�tranche 6 p�hpeak
ðA:7Þ
Proof. Consider that

@ciða�i lðhÞÞ
@Pi

6 p�hpeak
; 8h ðA:8Þ
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and thereforeP
h2HlðhÞ @ciðai lðhÞÞ

@PiP
h2HlðhÞ ¼ p�tranche 6

P
h2HlðhÞp�hpeakP

h2HlðhÞ ¼ p�hpeak
� ðA:9Þ
Proposition 4. The tranche price is lower bounded by the average of
the hourly marginal price of the economic dispatch,

P
h2Hp�h
H

< p�tranche ðA:10Þ
Proof. First of all, we establish a lower bound relating tranche
prices with the economic dispatch ones,

P
h2HlðhÞp�hP

h2HlðhÞ <

P
h2HlðhÞ @ciðai lðhÞÞ

@PiP
h2HlðhÞ ðA:11Þ

Consider that the marginal supplier of the tranche problem is the
supplier i. For all h where lðhÞ < lmax the supplier i will reduce its
power by ai½lmax � lðhÞ�. Consequently, the power in hour h will be
given, as expected, by

P�i;h ¼ P�i;hpeak
� a�i ½lmax � lðhÞ� ¼ a�i lðhÞ ðA:12Þ

In the economic dispatch context, the supplier i is the marginal
supplier at the peak hour generating a power equal to
Pe�

i;hpeak
¼ P�i;hpeak

¼ a�i lmax. For any other hour h, two cases are possible:

� The supplier is still the marginal supplier. In this case, supplier i
reduces its power by lmax � lðhÞ at hour h and therefore
Pe�

i;h ¼ P�i;hpeak
� ðlmax � lðhÞÞ < P�i;hpeak

� a�i ðlmax � lðhÞÞ ¼ P�i;h ¼ a�i lðhÞ
8h. Considering that marginal cost functions are non-decreas-

ing, then p�h ¼
@ciðPe�

i;hÞ
@Pe

i
<

@ciða�i lðhÞÞ
@Pi

holds.

� The supplier is no longer providing power. In this case, as sup-
plier i is ruled out, there must be a supplier j with a lower mar-

ginal cost than supplier i such that p�h ¼
@cjðPe�

j;hÞ
@Pe

j
<

@ciða�i lðhÞÞ
@Pi

holds.

By using the previous result for all hours, it is clear that Eq.
(A.11) is satisfied. In order to prove the original proposition, we
focus on the following bound for the economic dispatch problem,P

h2Hp�h
H

<

P
h2HlðhÞp�hP

h2HlðhÞ ðA:13Þ

This relationship is easily proved by considering that marginal cost
functions are non-decreasing with respect to the load levels. Both
left and right side of expression (A.13) are of the form,X
h2H

ghp�h ðA:14Þ

with
P

h2Hgh ¼ 1. In the left side the coefficients are given by jh ¼ 1
H,

and in the right hand side by sh ¼ lðhÞP
h2H

lðhÞ
. If for a particular hour

h ¼ i;ji P si then necessarily in order to respect the constraintP
h2Hsh ¼ 1;jj 6 sj for any other hour h ¼ j – i. Given that sj P si,
it is clear that lðjÞP lðiÞ. By using the monotonicity of the marginal
costs, it is obtained that p�j P p�i . Hence, hours with higher loads and
higher prices are weighted more and then expression (A.13)
follows. By combining (A.13) and (A.11) the original proposition is
proved. h
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